
Welcome! 
Grab coffee and breakfast. 
Thanks Tom and his team!
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aargh! This is 
impossible!

I love a challenge!



Intelligence and
talent are fixed

at birth.

Intelligence and
talent are fixed

at birth.

Intelligence 
and talent can 
go up or down.



One morning, you go out to drive to work and 
discover you have a flat tire. When you finally 
get to work, the boss makes a comment about 
your lateness, and in a staff  meeting, your best 
idea gets laughed at. 
That evening on the way back home, you don’t 
notice a school zone and get slapped with a 
ticket. At supper, you let off  steam to your wife, 
but instead of  sympathy you get criticism for 
never checking tires and driving too fast.

What would you think? What would you feel?



I feel like a loser.

I’m a total failure.

I have no life.

My luck is awful.

Life is unfair to me.

Nothing I try works.

The world is out to get me.

I really should 
check the tires 
more often.

I haven’t gotten  
a ticket in a long 
time; I was due.

Now that I know 
how it feels, I 
need to be more 
sympathetic 
to my wife.



Which mindset do you have?
T F  Your intelligence is something very basic  
        about you that you can’t change very much.

T F  You can learn new things, but you can’t  
        really change how intelligent you are.

T F  No matter how much intelligence you have,  
        you can always change it quite a bit.

T F  You can always substantially change how 
        intelligent you are.

In place of intelligence, feel free to substitute: character, 
personality, artistic talent, sports ability, or business skill.



Think about how they’re always trying to 
prove themselves and how they’re 
supersensitive about being wrong or 
making mistakes. Did you ever wonder why 
they were this way? (Are you this way?) 
Now you can begin to understand why.

Think about someone you know…



Think about how they are always trying to 
stretch themselves and how open they are 
to advice and correction.Think about the 
ways they confront obstacles and 
difficulties. Did you ever wish you were 
more like them? What are some ways you 
might like to change or stretch yourself?

Think about someone you know…







Either you’re a plodding tortoise or you’re a talented hare???



“fixed mindset” Calvin



“fixed mindset” Calvin



“We value natural, effortless accomplishment 
over achievement through effort.”  Malcolm Gladwell

Duke University researchers: 
“Our female students suffer anxiety and depression 
because they aspire to ‘effortless perfection’—
perfect beauty and perfect grades all without 
appearing to try.

French executive: “We are not a nation of  effort.”





ch. 3  The Truth About Ability And Accomplishment



Mindset and School Achievement
     Students with the fixed mindset who were 
facing the hard transition saw it as a threat. It 
threatened to unmask their flaws and turn them 
from winners into losers. In fact, in the fixed 
mindset, adolescent is one big test. 
Am I smart or dumb? Am I good-looking or ugly? 
   Am I cool or nerdy? Am I a winner or a loser?              
And in the fixed mindset, a loser is forever.
    It’s no wonder that many adolescents mobilize their resources, 
not for
learning, but to protect their egos. And one of the main ways they 
do this is by not trying….This low-effort syndrome is…a way that 
students with the fixed mindset protect themselves.





Mindset and School Achievement

BEFORE:  
“Can they learn?” 

AFTER:  
“How will they learn best?”



The Danger of  Praise
How can we give people the confidence they need to go achieve?
More than 80% of parents told us it was necessary to praise 
children’s ability so as to foster their confidence and achievement. 
It makes sense.But then we began to worry. We thought about how people with 
the fixed mindset already focus too much on their ability (not their 
effort).We conducted studies…we gave students a set of 10 problems from a 
nonverbal IQ test. They mostly did well, and we praised them.
We praised some of the students for their ABILITY: “You must be 
smart.” 
We praised the others for their EFFORT: “You must have worked really 
hard.” Not made to feel they had a special gift; but for doing what it 
takes to succeed.From then on, the students began to differ. The ability-praised students 
did worse and worse; the effort-praised students did better and better. 
You might say praising ability lowered the students’ IQs; praising effort 
raised them!



ch. 4  Sports: The Mindset of  a Champion

A natural: “The next Babe Ruth.”
Lacked: “the mindset of a 
champion”
No ability to fail. Fixed mindset.



Michael Jordan: NOT a natural





What MINDSET found in studying sports success

Finding #1: Those with the Growth Mindset found success in 
doing their best, in learning and improving.

“For me the joy of athletics has never 
resided in winning….I don’t mind losing as 
long as I see improvement or I feel I’ve done 
as well as I possibly could. If I lose, I just go 
back to the track and work some more.”  
Jackie Joyner-Kersee



What MINDSET found in studying sports success

Finding #2: Those with the Growth Mindset found setbacks 
motivating. A wake-up call.

Finding #3: People with the Growth Mindset in sports took 
charge of  the processes that bring success—and that 
maintain it.

Finding #1: Those with the Growth Mindset found success in 
doing their best, in learning and improving.







3. Is there some part of your life where you’ve had a Growth 
Mindset—athletics, say—and another part of your life where 
you’ve had a Fixed Mindset—intelligence, Christian life, 
parenting, work?

2. Was there a time in your life when your mindset 
changed from Fixed to Growth? If so, when? why?

1. Do you have a Fixed Mindset or a Growth 
Mindset? Which mindset do each of your 
children have?

group discussion STARTERS


